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Abstract :  Aim of the work is to design and reduce the dynamic power consumption of low power 32 bits RISC core 

processor. The design is based on 5-stage pipelined MIPS architecture. This paper proposes the design for the low power 

RISC processor. 

 

It is having five stages pipelining which is designed using Verilog HDL. RISC processors have a unique feature called 

pipelining. Pipelining is used to make processor faster. In Pipelining instruction cycle is divided into parts so that more 

than one instruction can be operated in parallel. Proposed instructions are simulated using Xilinx ISE 14.7. The processor 

is synthesized using Spartan3e XILINX Tool.  

 

 

IndexTerms - FPGA, RISC, 5-Stage Pipeline, MIPS Instruction set Architecture. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The processors are characterized by nature of their instruction set architecture. There are basically two ways of designing 

instruction sets CISC and RISC. RISC stands for reduced instruction set computer. It has faster and simpler set of instructions. 

The main feature of RISC is a pipeline. It has simple addressing modes and fixed length of instructions. RISC processor reduces 

cycles per instruction at the cost of a number of instructions per program. Reduced instructions in RISC require less number of 

transistors. RISC is used in portable devices such as Apple iPod due to its power efficiency. 

CISC is a complex instruction set computer. It has a complex instruction set so decoding becomes complex. One instruction 

supports many addressing modes. CISC minimizes the number of instructions per program at a cost of a number of cycles per 

instruction. 

Pipelining is a key feature of RISC in which processor works on different stages of instruction at the same time to execute more 

instructions in shorter time. The different stages of pipelines are instruction fetch, decode, execute, memory and write back. 

Pipelining improves throughput by working on many operations at the same time. Different processors have a different number of 

stages of the pipeline. The length of pipeline depends on the longest stage. Five stage pipelined processor is nearly five times faster 

than the non-pipelined processor. Pipelining gives high performance processors. Verilog HDL is used for designing processor 

which is a parallel programming language. The proposed processor has five stage pipelining and it is 32 bit i.e. it operates on 32 bit 

data. It has eight registers. As it is a RISC processor an instruction takes one clock to complete. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In this paper, a 16-bit RISC processor designed using VHDL where behavioral programming is used to model basic units. It is a 

four stage pipelined processor. Pipelining improves clock cycles per instruction. All the hazards were removed and design is 

implemented on FPGA [1].  

In 2009 Kui YI, Yue-Hua DING designed a 32-bit RISC processor based MIPS. It is a five-stage pipelined processor. A top-down 

approach is used to design and language used is VHDL. It is easy to debug and simulated successfully on QuartusII [2].  

In this paper, instruction fetch unit & decode unit are designed for reduced instruction set computer Processor. It is simulated on 

QuartusII successfully [3].    

In this paper, a 32-bit RISC processor has been designed using VHDL. The reduced instruction set computer has simple decoding 

as it has all instructions of same length. It also has faster instructions. In the paper, the results are compared with previous 

processors [4]. 
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III. METHODOLOGY 

  

1. INSTRUCTION SET ARCHITECTURE 
  

The instructions of RISC Processor based on MIPS are categories into four different instruction formats; R-Type, I-Type, J-Type 

and I/O Type as described in figures below;  
 

a) R-Type Instruction Format 
 

(31 to 26) (25 to 21) (20 to 16) (15 to 11) (10 to 6) (5 to 0) 
      

Opcode Rs Rt Rd Shamt Function 
      

 
Figure 1. R-Type Instruction Format 

 

Figure 1 shows Register type instruction format. This type of format has total six fields; Opcode field of 6 -bit, used to select the 

type of instruction format, Rs (Source register), Rt (Target register) and Rd (Destination register) are of 5-bit each which are used 

for storage of data. Shamt (Shift amount) field of 5-bit, used for data shifting and last is the Function field of 6-bit used for 

selection of different functions to be performed. 
 

b) I-Type Instruction Format   
(31 to 26) (25 to 21) (20 to 16) (15 to 0) 

    

Opcode Rs Rt Address/Immediate Value 
    

 
Figure 2. I-Type Instruction Format 

 

Figure 2 shows Immediate type instruction format. This type of format has total four fields, Opcode field of 6 -bit, used to select 

the type of Instruction format, Rs (Source register) and Rt (Target register) are of 5-bit each, used for storage of data and the last 

is Address/Immediate Value field of 16-bit, used for immediate data operations. 
 
 

 

   

 
c)     J-Type Instruction Format 

 
(31 to 26) (25 to 0) 

   

Opcode  Target Address 
   

 Figure 3. J-Type Instruction Format 

 
Figure 3 shows J -type instruction format. This type of format has only two fields; Opcode field of 6-bit, used to select the type of 

Instruction format. Target address of 26-bit, used to specify on which address to jump. 

 

d) I/O-Type Instruction Format 

 
(31 to 26) (25 to 21) (20 to 16) (15 to 0) 

    

Opcode Rs Rd Immediate Value 
    

 
Figure 4. I/O-Type Instruction Format 

 
Figure 4 shows I/O-type instruction format. This type of format has total four fields; all the fields are same as in R-Type and I -

Type instruction formats. Instructions which require read and write of data from port uses this type of instruction format. 

Execution of any instruction becomes faster by using such types of instruction formats. 
 

  2. DATA FLOW   
Data flow is determined by hardware data path, which express data flow process. There is no clear difference between data and 

control. Operation code, operand, memory address and value, register address and value, jump destination address and content are 

usually included in data, but control composes of control signal of unit ,time sequence control signal and interrupt control signal, 

and these signals are not always defined clearly and strictly. 

 
 A. R-Format Data Path  

In R-Format data path, fetch instruction from memory and analyze instruction into different parts. Two register specified by 

instruction fetch data from register file and ALU execute instruction command. Finally, after ALU outputs answer write the 

answer to register file. Figure 5 shows R Format data path.  
For example, ADD R1, R2, R3 instruction, which is add signed word instruction(R1= R2+ R3). Data flow of this instruction 

shows as following: PC fetches ADD R1, R2, R3 instruction from memory. At first, the instruction access two registers R2 and 
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R3 and value of the two register is put to ALU. After arithmetic is over, ALU write back result to R1 register. And then, data flow 

is in the end. 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5- R Format data path. 

  
For another example, SRL R1, R2, R3 instruction, which is shift word right logical instruction. Data flow of this instruction 

shows as below: PC fetches SRL R1,R2,R3 instruction from memory. At first, the instruction access two register R2 and R3 and 

value of the two register is put to ALU. After arithmetic is over, ALU write back answer to R1 register, And then, data flow is in 

the end. 

 

B. RI-Format Data Path  
RI-Format instruction is similar to R-Format instruction.  

The difference between them is that the second read register of R-format instruction is replaced by immediate of RI-Format 

instruction. The immediate is 32-bit signed number which is extend by 20-bit number, and put to ALU as the second operand. 

Finally, write-back result to register file. RI-Format data path shows as Figure. 6. 

 

  
 

     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

                                        Figure 6- RI-Format Instruction Data Path 

 

Format includes ADDI R1, R2, data6 instruction, SUBI R1, R2, data6 instruction etc .When ADDI R1, R2, data6 instruction 

executes, PC fetches ADDI R1, R2 data6 instruction from memory and register R2 value is put to ALU. At the same time, 

immediate data6 is extended to 32-bit signed number and put to ALU Finally, after ALU completes add of the two operands, 

ALU writes back answer to R1 register. The difference data flow between SUB R1,R2 data6 instruction and ADD R1,R2,data6 

instruction is that the former instruction do subtraction 

  
C. Load Word Data Path  

Load word data path is similar to I-Format data path. The difference between the two data path is that result is written to memory 

in load word data but result is written to register in I-Format. In load word data path, fetch data from memory and load it to 

register file. Load word data path shows as Figure.3. LW R1, R2, data6 instruction is the only one instruction in load word data 

path. It works shows as below: PC fetch LW R1, R2, data6 instruction from memory. R1 register is to load data. Firstly send R2 

register value to ALU, at the same time, extend data6 immediate to 32-bit and send it to ALU.  
The answer of adding the two numbers is memory address. And then, copy content of the memory address to R1 register. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                              Figure. 7  Load Word Data Path 
 

D .Memory Word Data Path  
Memory word data path is similar to load word data path, but target which register is to write is memory but not register file. 
There is only SW R1, R2, data6 instruction in load word instruction. PC fetches SW R1, R2, and data6 instruction from memory.  

R1 register stores data which is to be stored. Firstly, send R2 register value to ALU, at the same time, extend data6 immediate to 
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32-bit and send it to ALU. The result of adding the two numbers is memory address. Memory instruction data path shows as 
Figure 8 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure. 8  Store Word Data Path 

 
  

 
 

                  Figure 9.  Block Diagram of RISC Processor 

 

 

IV. LOW POWER TECHNIQUES 

 
3.1 Power Dissipation Sources: The power loss can be classified as described below: 

a) Leakage power consumption: The dissipation of power occurs when system is idle/standby mode . 
b) Dynamic power consumption: Due to logic transitions of logic gates or flip-flops. 

 

3.2 Low-Power Design Technique: The various layers at which the power reduction can be achieved are as listed below:  

 
a) Circuit Logic: Logic Styles, Energy Recovery, Transistor Sizing  

b) Architecture: Parallelism, Pipelining, Redundancy, Data Encoding 

c) Technology: Threshold Reduction, Multi-threshold devices  

d) System: Partitioning, Power down 

e) Algorithm: Complexity, Concurrency, Regularity 
 

The power reduction techniques are done based upon the changes in either Pipelining, Logic styles, Data Encoding. These various 

techniques will be explored to achieve power reduction. 
 
3.3 Coding option using Verilog HDL to optimize power  
FPGA: 
 

a) No reset is best since the FPGA gets a global reset automatically 
b) Use low power architecting for multiple Block RAM arrays (use CORE generator) 

c) Only enable BRAM during active read or write cycles 
d) Design with Synchronous Resets 

e) Minimize local resets, if possible 
f) Build small memory blocks with LUTs (<4k bits) 
g) Control the use of Clock Enables  
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V.  FPGA BASED SIMULATION 

 
To design and verify a 32-bit RISC core, following design methodology is used 

Test bench for top level design, along with stimulus 
a) Simulation results / Timing diagrams  

b) Verification Scheme: Functional Simulation using Modelsim Simulator  
c) Hardware Description Language to describe design: Verilog HDL 

d) Target Technology: Xilinx Spartan-3 Device  
e) Design synthesis using Xilinx ISE software  
f) FPGA Implementation: 

  
Generate a design bit stream for FPGA device. 
Design to be synthesized using Xilinx ISE Software. 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 10 Sumulation Result Of Addition operation on ALU 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

FIG 11: Simulation results of Subtraction operation performed in ALU 
 

The simulation result is as shown in figure 10 and figure11. The execution of arithmetic and logical instruction is depicted in the 

figure. Various inputs are applied to the operand A and B registers. The result is stored in output register. By taking various 

snapshots of the simulation it is possible to analysis the result at different clock cycles. 
 

Device Utilization Summary (estimated values)  
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VI. RESULTS 

 

 

Table : 5 Utilization Report 

 

 

 

Table : 6 Power Consuption Report 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

The proposed 32-bit RISC processor is designed using a parallel programming language called Verilog HDL. It is simulated and 
synthesized using Xilinx ISE 14.7. All instructions are simulated successfully. Simulation results show that the proposed 

processor is working correctly. The proposed processor has a delay of 4.744 ns and operating frequency of 210.775 MHz. when 

the proposed work compared with previous processors, it can be seen that proposed processor has less delay.  
 

 

 

VIII.  FUTURE SCOPE 
 

The above developed design can be reduced further using system portioning. Consumption of the power can further be reduced at 

the manufacturing stage using techniques such as lithography. 
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Logic Utilization Used Utilization  Proposed By  

Base  Paper [1], 

Rohit J., 

Raghavendra M. 

,IEEE 2017 

  

Utilization 

Number of Slice Flip-

Flop 

1321 28%  15519 37.31% 

Number of  LUTs 604 6%  14370 69.09% 

Number of  slices 2542 27%  4129 43.01% 

Number of  BRAM 11 55%  6.5 13% 

Number of GCLKs 1 4%  1 4% 

On-Chip Power (W) Base Paper (w) [1], Rohit J., Raghavendra 

M. ,IEEE 2017 

Clocks 0.000 0.000 

Logic 0.000 0.000 

Signals 0.000 0.000 

IOs 0.000 0.000 

Total 0.081 0.09 
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